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So ends Titus' address to the embattled defenders of Jerusalem in the sixth book of Josephus . It is the most substantial instance of communication between Romans and Jews in the work. 1 Titus compares himself to the master of a household and the Jewish rebels to his slaves. Is this how we expect a Roman to describe empire? If not, what does it mean for our understanding of the politics of Josephus' history? The question is particularly acute given that this is not just any Roman but Titus himself: heir apparent and, if we believe Josephus, the man who read and approved this historical account. 2 It is thus surprising that, while the speeches of Jewish advocates of submission to Rome such as Agrippa II (2.345-401) and Josephus himself (5.362-419) have long fascinated readers, Titus' speech has received little or no attention. Remarkably, it is not mentioned in any of three recent collections of essays on Josephus. 3 This paper aims to highlight the rhetorical choices that Josephus has made in constructing this voice for Titus-particularly his self-presentation as master-and the interpretive questions these raise for his readers. It should go without saying that the relationship of this text to anything that Titus may have said during the siege is highly problematic. (Potentially more significant, but unfortunately no less speculative, is the question of how it might relate to any speech recorded in the commentaries of Vespasian and Titus that Josephus appears to have used as a source. 4 ) What we have is a Josephan composition that is embedded in the broader narrative of the Jewish War. This paper will demonstrate that our response to Titus' speech largely depends on the literary and cultural context in which we choose to read it. Much work has been done recently on the question of what audience Josephus was writing for. 5 In his preface he aspires to reach all the inhabitants of the Roman empire (1.3) , both Greeks and Romans (1.16, 1.6) . Various deductions can also be made about the ideal reader implied by the text. The Jewish War presents itself as a work of Greek historiography, but it is also replete with material that can only be understood by those familiar with Jewish issues and debates. It has therefore become conventional to observe that at different points the Jewish War appears to have Roman, provincial and specifically Jewish audiences in mind-that this is a text that seeks both to explain the Romans to the Jews and to justify the Jews to the wider Greco-Roman world. Of course Josephus may never have gained the widespread readership he aspired to. Steve Mason has argued that the Jewish War is unlikely to have circulated much beyond the city of Rome. 6 But even Rome alone would provide a very diverse set of readers, ranging from those steeped in Jewish culture and discourse to those who knew little about it (apart from what they learned from the work itself). Josephus himself claims that it was read both by notable members of the Jewish diaspora at Rome such as Agrippa II and by prominent Romans including Titus and Vespasian. 7 This paper takes as axiomatic the inevitable heterogeneity of the audiences that the Jewish War was written for and consumed by. It explores some of the consequences of the different expectations and cultural codes against which the Jewish War must have been-and indeed continues to beread. It does so by the heuristic device of contrasting two reading strategies, one of which approaches the Jewish War as a work in the Greek historiographical tradition, while the other reads it with an eye to its Jewish context. I will show that these 'Greek' and 'Jewish' readings suggest very different responses to Titus' rhetoric.
Slaves and masters
Because so little has been written on the subject, it is worth beginning with an overview of the speech and its strategies of persuasion. Titus speaks at a parley requested by the Jewish leaders Simon and John after the destruction of the temple has forced the rebels to retreat to the upper town. His speech is an appeal for the Jews to see reason (as Titus would have it) and surrender. It opens (6.328-29) and ends (347-50) by accusing the Jews of self-destructive fury. Its main body presents a narrative of Roman-Jewish relations that repeatedly contrasts Roman generosity and restraint with Jewish ingratitude, madness and depravity. This is a speech that claims the moral high-ground for Rome. It is full of the language of outrage: the Jews are ponhrov tatoi (341), ponhroiv (343), miarwv tatoi (347); they are irrational and self-destructive (328, 338, 349); they have no sense of shame (338, 341) . Titus compares them to vicious reptiles that cannot be tamed (336) and an injury that will not heal (337). 8 Their impending destruction, he tells them, is entirely just: aj polouv menoi de; kai; aujtoi; dikaiv w~ ('You yourselves are about to perish-and rightly so', 328). In contrast, Roman rule is idealised not only for its moderation-filanqrwpiv a (333, 340) and praov th~ (340, 350) are key words in this speech-but also for the material benefits it brings to its subjects (335-36). So far, this is precisely the self-serving rhetoric one might expect of a Roman speaker. But other aspects of Titus' rhetoric are more surprising, particularly the language in which he describes submission to Rome: I will return later to the striking trope of making proskynesis to Roman arms. For now, I want to consider the representation of the Germans as Rome's slaves (douleuv onta~ hJ miǹ). Titus' closing image is even more explicit: 'I will not compete with you in madness. Those who discard their weapons and surrender their persons, I will let live. Like a lenient master in a household (w{ sper ej n oij kiv a/ praò~ despov th~), I will punish the incorrigible but preserve the rest for myself.' (350) The explicit comparison (w{ sper) and the reference to a household (oij kiv a/ ) leave no doubt that this is an allusion to the domestic reality of slavery. It is important to see that Titus casts himself in the role of master in an attempt to convince the Jews that he is willing to show mercy. Although he will punish the incorrigible, he has no interest in needless violence to the rest. Keeping them alive is in his own best interest. In the logic of Titus' rhetoric, the Jews should be reassured that Titus is thinking like a master because it means that he will apply a master's rationality to the question of their life and welfare. The Roman restraint (praov th~) that has been the repeated focus of the speech is ultimately revealed as a master's virtue. The yoking of claims of Roman beneficence with the rhetoric of mastery in Titus' speech is surprising for many reasons, not least because the idea of slavery to Rome is a recurring feature of Zealot rhetoric as it is represented in the Jewish War. Josephus gives little rhetorical space to his political opponents, granting them almost no speeches in direct speech (the exceptions being a short speech by Simon the Idumaean and the two speeches of Eleazer at Masada). 9 However, he does regularly paraphrase their arguments in indirect speech and these paraphrases are dominated by emotive appeals to liberty and condemnations of Roman rule as enslavement. 10 Some other speakers such as Ananus and Jesus challenge the rebels' language of slavery. 11 Titus embraces it.
However, the appeal to the paradigm of slavery to justify submission to Rome is not peculiar to Titus. It can also be found in the rhetoric of two Jewish proponents of accommodation with Rome: Agrippa II and Josephus himself. Delivered on the eve of war, Agrippa II's attempt to dissuade his rebellious countrymen from revolt (2.345-405) is probably the best known speech of the Jewish War. 12 Far from rejecting rebel claims that Roman rule is enslavement, Josephus' Agrippa repeatedly uses the language of slavery to describe submis-sion to Rome. He tells his audience that all other peoples have reconciled themselves to slavery to Rome: the Athenians are slaves to the Romans (douleuvousin ÔRwmaiv oi~, 358), the Spartans tolerate the same masters (aj gapwsin tou; auj tou; despov ta~, 359). 13 The Spanish too have been enslaved (kai; touv tou~ ej doulwv santo ÔRwmaiòi, 375), as have the Germans (douleuv ousin, 377), the Britons (ej doulwv santo ÔRwmaiòi, 378) and even Parthia, which endures slavery under the pretext of peace (ej n eij rhv nh~ profav sei douleuv ousan, 379). Only the Jews disdain to be Rome's slaves (aj doxeite douleuv ein, 361).
But the idea of Jewish enslavement that the rebels use to incite revolt is twisted by Agrippa into an argument for acquiescence: aj lla; mh; n tov ge nuǹ ej leuqeriv a~ ej piqumeiǹ a[ wron, dev on uJ pe; r tou` mhde; aj pobaleiǹ auj th; n aj gwniv zesqai prov teron. hJ ga; r peira th` douleiv a~ calephv , kai; peri; tou` mhd∆ a[ rxasqai tauv th~ oJ aj gw; n div kaio~: oJ d∆ a{ pax ceirwqeiṽ, e[ peita aj fistav meno~, auj qav dh~ douloṽ ej stin, ouj fileleuvqero~. tov te toigarouǹ ej crhǹ pav nq∆ uJ pe; r tou` mh; dev xasqai ÔRwmaiv oiu~ poieiǹ, o{ te ej pev bainen th` cwv ra~ Pomphv io~. aj ll∆ oiJ me; n hJ mev teroi provgonoi kai; oiJ basilei` auj twǹ, kai; crhv masin kai; swv masin kai; yucai` a[ meinon uJ mwǹ pollw/ diakeiv menoi, pro; moiran oj liv ghn th` ÔRwmaiv wn dunav mew~ ouj k aj ntev scon: uJ mei` de; oiJ to; me; n uJ pakouv ein ej k diadoch` pareilhfov te~, toi` prav gmasin de; twǹ prwv twn uJ pakousav ntwn tosouton ej lattouv menoi, pro; o{ lhn aj nqiv stasqe th; n ÔRwmaiv wn hJ gemoniv an… (BJ 2.355-57)
As for your present passion for liberty, it comes too late. The proper time for struggle is earlier-to hold on to one's liberty. Slavery is a harsh condition and the struggle not to become a slave is a just one. But the man who has once been mastered and later rebels is a recalcitrant slave, not a lover of liberty. Thus it was when Pompey came to this country that you should have made every effort not to admit the Romans. But our ancestors and their kings, who much outclassed you in wealth, body and spirit, could not withstand a small fraction of Rome's power. Will you, who have successively inherited submission, who are materially so much weaker than those who first yielded-will you stand against the whole Roman empire?
Agrippa draws a stark distinction between a free man fighting to avoid enslavement and a slave struggling against his condition. He concedes that the life of a slave is harsh (hJ ga; r peira th` douleiv a~ calephv ) and that it is just (div kaio~) to resist enslavement. But the moment of enslavement changes everything: for a slave to struggle against his condition is merely contemptible-the act of a recalcitrant slave (auj qav dh~ doulo~) not a lover of liberty (fileleuv qero~). By implication servile defiance is not even just (div kaio~).
This is a master's ethic and Agrippa appeals to it in order to suggest that for the Jews the time for legitimate resistance is long past. He adds that revolt is doomed to failure. Because they have been born to submission, the Jews of the present have even less chance of withstanding Roman power than their ancestors did. The experience of domination saps body and soul. In short, Agrippa is appealing to his audience as masters. He seeks to mobilise their contempt for troublesome slaves in order to represent the attempt to shake off the shackles of Roman rule as a contemptible and ultimately futile transgression of the moral order. Agrippa's rhetoric is closely echoed by the later speech in Josephus' own voice in which he tries to persuade the defenders of Jerusalem to surrender (5.362-419) . 14 The first half of the speech repeats almost all of Agrippa's arguments. (The second breaks new ground with a biblical excursus showing that the Jews have always been defeated when they resorted to arms rather than trusting in God.) Like Agrippa, Josephus condemns revolt as a form of servile resistance:
ginwv skein de; th; n ÔRwmaiv wn ij scu; n aj nupov staton kai; to; douleuv ein touv toi~ ouj k aj peiv raton auj toi`. eij ga; r dh; kai; polemeiǹ uJ pe; r ej leuqeriv a~ kalov n, crhǹai to; prwton: to; d∆ a{ pax uJ popesov nta~ kai; makroi` ei[ xanta~ crov noi~ e[ peita aj poseiv esqai to; n zugo; n dusqanatouv ntwn, ouj fileleuqev rwn ei\ nai. deiǹ mev ntoi kai; despov ta~ aj doxeiǹ tapeinotev rou~, ouj c oi| uJ poceiv ria ta; pav nta.
(BJ 5.364-66)
They knew [he said] that Rome's strength could not be withstood and that it was no new experience for them to be their slaves. Even if it was noble to wage war for freedom, this had to be done at the beginning. But for those who had once bent the knee and had long submitted, to struggle against the yoke was the act of die-hards, not lovers of liberty. It was certainly right to despise lesser men as masters, but not those who ruled the whole world.
Josephus draws the same distinction between the resistance of a free man and that of a slave. To fight against enslavement is admirable (kalov n); to struggle against the yoke of slavery once imposed is not. Like Agrippa, Josephus denies that revolt against Rome is the act of fileleuv qeroi. The rebels are merely diehards (dusqanatouǹte~). A case might be made for reading dusqanatwv ntwn (from dusqanatav w, 'long for death') rather than dusqanatouv ntwn (from dusqanatev w, 'struggle against death'). The latter makes slightly better sense here ('men with a death wish') and would constitute another link with the speech of Titus, who also accuses the Jews of a death wish (dusqanataǹ, 6.349). 15 But I will not press the distinction here. Both verbs point to the futility of the Jewish attempt to shake off the yoke. Like all servile resistance, it is doomed to failure. Josephus also urges his countrymen to realise that slavery to Rome need not be cause for shame. Conceding that the Jews might well consider it beneath them (aj doxeiǹ) to serve lesser (tapeinotev rou~) masters, he argues that the Romans with their world-spanning empire are not to be so despised. Agrippa had made the same point in his speech, claiming that the Jews were the only people to 'think it contemptible to be the slave of those who rule the world' (mov noi d∆ uJ mei` aj doxeite douleuv ein oi| uJ potev taktai ta; pav nta… 2.361). Both Agrippa and Josephus imply some forms of slavery are not necessarily to be despised (aj doxeiǹ)-that slavery need not be shaming so long as one's master is prestigious enough. This is a claim that must have had some force given the power and status achieved by some slaves of powerful men (notably the emperor's slaves) in the Roman world. 16 It should by now be obvious that Titus' rhetoric of mastery is anticipated by the earlier speeches of Agrippa and Josephus. The question of how the various speakers of the Jewish War relate to one another has too often been neglected in the analysis of individual speeches. Steve Mason, for example, has suggested that the speech of Agrippa is ironically undermined by a series of what he sees as factual errors in the speech. 17 But he never addresses the fact that so much of Agrippa's rhetoric is echoed and reaffirmed by the later speech in the voice of Josephus himself. Tessa Rajak describes the speeches of Agrippa and Josephus as 'the voice of realists', expressing the ambivalent but pragmatic attitudes of provincial elites to Roman power. 18 Yet Josephus does not create as much rhetorical distance between the Jewish voices of Agrippa and himself and the Roman voice of Titus as Rajak's formulation suggests. Conversely, any reading of the speech of Titus must engage with the extent to which its rhetoric is anticipated by earlier Jewish speeches. I will return to this below.
It should also be clear that Titus' speech is embedded in a wider debate about freedom and slavery. 19 The rhetoric of the rebels is blunt: submission is enslavement and therefore hateful. But the response of at least some of their opponents-both Jews and Romans-is more subtle. They find ways to turn the slavery analogy into an argument for submission to Rome: suggesting that the very powerful can make worthy masters, mobilising contempt for the futility of servile resistance, and arguing that rational masters will not be needlessly cruel to their slaves. It is true that none of these speakers succeeds in convincing his audience. Agrippa, Josephus and Titus all fail to dissuade the Jews from further conflict. But we should not take this as an internal critique of the persuasiveness of their arguments. As Jonathan Price argues in this volume, the failure of rhetoric is central to Josephus' narrative: a series of futile appeals to reason illustrates the triumph of irrational forces over logos that Josephus sees at the root of the revolt. These speeches are supposed to seem convincing; their failure to persuade is symptomatic of the breakdown of rational communication. This ought to be true of their arguments from slavery as well. Counter-intuitive as they may seem to modern readers, these appeals to mastery as a paradigm of legitimate authority must have had potential resonance in a society of masters. 20 Nevertheless, they are not necessarily the arguments we expect to find in political speeches in a work of Greek historiography. This raises the issue of expectations, which is an acute problem for the Jewish War. How we respond to Titus' rhetoric of mastery depends on how we choose to read Josephus' work.
'Greek' and 'Jewish' frames
A reader approaching the Jewish War as a work of Greek historiography cannot but read Titus' speech against the conventions of imperial self-representation in that tradition and particularly in Thucydides and Polybius, Josephus' most important literary models for the War. 21 Although Athenian rule is quite frequently described as enslavement in Thucydides, the metaphor is almost entirely limited to the rhetoric of Athens' enemies. 22 The only time an Athenian speaker uses the language of slavery is to an Athenian audience. 23 Nowhere in Thucydides do Athenians represent themselves as masters when speaking to their allies or subjects-not even in the Melian dialogue, Thucydides' famous representation of the rhetoric of power stripped bare of any attempt to justify itself. Although the Melians repeatedly describe subjection to Athens as slavery, the Athenians themselves prefer other terms (uJ phv kooi, aj rcov menoi) for the status of their subjects, despite the otherwise unabashed realism of their rhetoric. 24 In Polybius too, it is primarily Rome's enemies who accuse Rome of enslavement. 25 But the language of mastery is also incorporated into some Roman speeches, notably that of Publius Scipio on the eve of the battle on the Ticinus in 218 BCE. Scipio tells his troops that they have nothing to fear since the Carthaginians are their tributaries and therefore all but their slaves:
e[ fh ga; r deiǹ...kaqov lou deino; n hJ geisqai kai; parav logon, eij tolmwsi Karchdov nioi ÔRwmaiv oi~ aj ntofqalmeiǹ, pollav ki~ me; n uJ p∆ auj twǹ hJ tthmev noi, pollou; d∆ ej xenhnocov te~ fov rou~, mov non d∆ ouj ci; douleuv onte~ auj toi` h[ dh tosouv tou~ crov nou~.
(Pol. 3.64.4) He said that they should think it altogether strange and inexplicable if Carthaginians dared to face Romans, when they had repeatedly been defeated by them, had paid much tribute, and had been all but their slaves for so long already.
Scipio claims that it is folly for the Carthaginians to consider confronting men who are all but their masters. He is urging his soldiers to feel a master's contempt for Rome's 'slaves'. As in Josephus, slavery is invoked as the paradigm of domination where resistance is futile. However, this is a Roman speaking not to Rome's subjects but to his fellow Romans. In Polybius what matters is that Scipio's men remember they are masters; in Josephus it is that the Jews realise they are slaves. 26 Thus, neither Thucydides nor Polybius prepares us for Titus' self-presentation as master. This is not how we expect an imperial power to represent itself in Greek historiography. The novelty of Titus' rhetoric demands some sort of interpretive response. What should we make of this Caesar who tells Rome's subjects that they are his slaves? One response would be to adapt the view of Gabba and Eckstein that Josephus is writing in the tradition of Thucydides and Polybius, a tradition of grim historical realism where empire is conventionally represented as a system maintained by terror. 27 With Titus' speech, Josephus might seem to go one better than his models-constructing an imperial rhetoric that makes explicit the equation of empire and slavery that remains implicit even in Thucydides' Melian dialogue. A familiarity with Jewish writings would offer a very different framework for making sense of the representations of the Jews as Rome's slaves. Slavery provides an important paradigm for submission to God in Jewish discourse. This can be traced back to the Exodus story, where liberation from Egypt consists in substituting service to God for service to Pharaoh. God tells Moses to say to Pharaoh, 'Let my people go, that they may serve me in the wilderness' (Exodus 7:16, repeated with variations at 8:1, 8:20, 9:1 and 9:13). The words that are used to describe service to God are the same used to describe the Israelites' subjection by the Egyptians (avodah and its cognates). In the Septuagint, this is usually translated by latreuv ein and its cognates, but at least once as douleiv a (7:16). Throughout the Hebrew Bible, the phrase 'slave of God' (ebed YHWH) is widely used of such exceptional figures as Moses, David and the prophets, and of Israel as a whole. It is usually translated as pai` or doulo~ qeou` in the Septuagint. 28 Josephus too describes Jews as 'slaves of God' (douloi tou` qeou). 29 The theological importance of the slavery paradigm is particularly evident in the speech in which Josephus attempts to dissuade his fellowcaptives from suicide after their defeat in Galilee (discussed further by Jonathan Price in this volume):
kai; kolav zein me; n tou; aj podrav nta~ oij kev ta~ div kaion nenov mistai, ka] n ponhrou; kataleiv pwsi despov ta~, auj toi; de; kav lliston despov thn aj podidrav skonte~ to; n qeo; n ouj dokoumen aj sebeiǹ… (BJ 3.373) It is considered right to punish runaway slaves even if the masters they flee are wicked men. Do we think that we will not be sinning if we run away from the best of masters, God himself?
If a Jew is God's slave, Josephus argues, then a suicide is like a runaway (aj podraṽ). He expects his audience to agree that runaway slaves are always culpable, however badly they are treated. The slave who runs away from God must be the worst of all. This is the same master's ethic that Josephus and Agrippa invoke to persuade the Jews to submit to Roman rule-an ethic that leaves no space for any form of servile resistance. But here it is divine authority for which the master-slave relationship provides the paradigm. When Josephus' speakers invoke the idea of slavery in order to justify submission to Rome, this could be seen as a characteristically Jewish way of writing about authority. Far from seeming to subvert Roman rhetoric, these speakers would appear to assert the legitimacy of Roman rule by drawing parallels between submission to Rome and submission to God. (I return below to the theological questions this might raise.) Thus Titus' self-presentation as master and the extent to which he echoes the earlier language of Agrippa and Josephus reveal him as a Roman speaking a Jewish rhetoric. He knows how to represent power to a Jewish audience. I have outlined two very different readings of Titus' self-presentation as master. At this point I want to return to his use of the verb proskuneiǹ to describe submission to Rome, which I highlighted earlier in the paper:
kai; tiv meizon wj keanou` teico~ kwv luma, o} n peribeblhmev noi Brettanoi; ta; ÔRwmaiv wn o{ pla proskunousin… (BJ 6.331) Yet what obstacle is greater than the wall of Ocean which surrounds the Britons? And they too kneel before Roman arms.
Like the language of slavery, this too is anticipated by earlier Jewish rhetoric. Agrippa in his speech repeatedly describes Rome's subjects as making proskynesis:
kai; Makedov ne~ e[ ti fantazov menoi Fiv lippon kai; th; n su; n ∆Alexav ndrw/ paraspeiv rousan auj toi` th; n th` oij koumev nh~ hJ gemoniv an oJ rwǹte~, fevrousin th; n tosauv thn metabolh; n kai; pro; ou} metabev bhken hJ tuv ch proskunousin.
(BJ 2.360)
Even the Macedonians, who still conjure up images of Philip and visions of her who together with Alexander laid the seeds of a world-spanning empire for them-even they can endure so complete a reversal of fortune and kneel before those whom Fate now favours.
tiv d∆ aiJ pentakov siai th` ∆Asiv a~ pov lei~… ouj div ca froura` e{ na proskunousin hJ gemov na kai; ta; uJ patika; rJ av bdou~… (BJ 2.366)
What of the five hundred cities of Asia? Do they not kneel before a single governor and the consular fasces, without any garrison?
pav ntwn dh; scedo; n twǹ uJ p∆ hJ liv w/ ta; ÔRwmaiv wn o{ pla proskunouv ntwn uJ mei` mov noi polemhv sete… (BJ 2.380)
When almost everyone under the sun kneels before Roman arms, will you alone make battle?
In these translations, the phrase 'kneel before' is only an attempt to convey some of the complex connotations of the verb proskuneiǹ, particularly its ability to slide between the spheres of the human and the divine. Proskynesis is how Greeks greeted their gods: a gesture which seems to have entailed 'blowing a kiss' and which may or may not be accompanied with kneeling or prostration. 30 But the same word is also used of the apparently similar expression of deference traditionally made in Persia to superiors and particularly the Great King-a ritual which was presumed by most Greeks (rightly or wrongly) to imply that the person so venerated was a god. 31 To make proskynesis to a man therefore became part of the Greek stereotype of Eastern servility. There is no obvious parallel for Jospehus' use of proskuneiǹ to describe submission to Rome or any other empire. 32 It is true that under the principate several foreign kings were required to perform proskynesis (adoratio) before the legionary standards. 33 But these are isolated examples and there is no indication that the ritual was used in the provinces. Moreover, the objects of veneration were the legionary standards and the imperial portraits affixed to them, not 'Roman arms' (as at 2.380 and 6.331), the governor (2.366) or the Roman people (2.360). Josephus' language cannot be so easily explained away. For the reader of Greek historiography, it must be significant that the first example of a subject people making proskynesis to Rome is the Macedonians (2.360). Alexander had famously tried but failed to have himself so venerated by his Macedonian companions. 34 The Romans might seem to have succeeded where even Alexander had failed-in exacting a servile, oriental form of obeisance from all their subjects. 35 Here too, however, familiarity with Jewish culture would suggest a different interpretation. Whatever servile, oriental connotations proskuneiǹ may have in Greek literature in general, it is a word that Jewish writers regularly use of their act of worship. 36 Elsewhere in the Jewish War, the verb is only ever used of worship of the Jewish god or veneration of the temple. 37 From this perspective, the use of proskuneiǹ might seem to be another way in which Titus uses characteristically Jewish language to imply that submission to Rome is analogous to submission to God.
It is worth pausing here to observe that the implicit parallel between Rome and God has the potential to raise an entirely separate problem for Jewish readers. 38 We know that much of the force of the Zealot condemnation of slavery to Rome lay in the claim that this was incompatible with slavery to God. They invoked slavery as a paradigmatically exclusive relationship, insisting that a man can have only one master. Although Josephus plays down this religious component of the Zealot rhetoric of freedom, he does occasionally acknowledge it. 39 Yet none of his speakers refutes the argument directly. By so clearly representing the Jews as slaves to Rome as well as to God, the speeches of Agrippa, Josephus and Titus seem to call attention to a controversial theological problem to which the Jewish War offers no direct answer (except insofar as it implies that slavery to Rome is ordained by God). But it is beyond the scope of this article to pursue this puzzling aspect of the work's theology.
This article has outlined the potential for two very different responses to the rhetoric of Titus' speech, depending on the extent to which expectations are formed by the conventions of Greek historiography on the one hand and knowledge of Jewish culture on the other. I do not mean to privilege one reading over the other. My point is rather to emphasise how widely interpretations of this important speech can differ depending on the literary and cultural context in which it is read. Some of Josephus' expected audience will have known little of Jewish culture apart from what they learned from the Jewish War itself. For others it must have provided the primary frame through which they made sense of Josephus' narrative. The latter would see familiar tropes in Titus' rhetoric and might recognise it as an attempt to use a characteristically Jewish rhetoric to appeal to a Jewish audience. The idea of slavery to Rome has particular resonance for those who identify themselves as slaves to God (though the implied analogy has the potential to raise other, theological problems). For the broader body of readers of Greek historiography, on the other hand, Titus' assertion that Rome's subjects are slaves and his references to proskynesis would jar with expectations of how imperial powers ought to represent themselves in political rhetoric of this kind. The incongruity of Titus' language might well appear to invite an ironic reading. The potential for such widely varying readings is particularly striking in a speech attributed to the emperor's son and the very man whose imprimatur Josephus claims to have sought and received. It nicely encapsulates the ambiguities inherent in the literary and cultural hybrid that is the Josephan project.
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